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A two-layer frontal geostrophic flow corresponds to a dynamical regime that describes the
low-frequency evolution of baroclinic ocean currents with large amplitude deflections of
the interface between the layers on length-scales longer than the internal deformation
radius within the context of a thin upper layer overlying a dynamically active lower layer.
The finite-amplitude evolution of solitary disturbances in baroclinic frontal geostrophic
dynamics in the presence of time-varying background flow and dissipation is shown to be
governed by a two-equation extension of the unstable nonlinear Schrödinger (UNS)
equation with variable coefficients and forcing. The soliton solution of the unperturbed
UNS equation corresponds to a saturated isolated coherent anomaly in the baroclinic
instability of surface-intensified oceanographic fronts and currents. The adiabatic
evolution of the propagating soliton and the uniformly valid first-order perturbation
fields are determined using a direct perturbation approach together with phase-averaged
conservation relations when both dissipation and time variability are present. It is shown
that the soliton amplitude parameter decays exponentially due to the presence of the
dissipation but is unaffected by the time variability in the background flow. On the other
hand, the soliton translation velocity is unaffected by the dissipation and evolves only in
response to the time variability in the background flow. The adiabatic solution for the
induced mean flow exhibits a dissipation-generated ‘shelf region’ in the far field behind the
soliton, which is removed by solving the initial-value problem.
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1. Introduction

An important kinematic feature of surface-intensified ocean currents is the fact
that the dynamic deflections of the surfaces of constant density, called isopycnals
or the geopotentials, have the same order of magnitude as the depth of the fluid
itself. This property implies that these flows cannot be modelled with classical
quasigeostrophic (QG) theory (Pedlosky 1987), which requires that the
amplitude of the dynamic deflections of the geopotentials is small when
compared with the mean depth of the fluid.
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Frontal geostrophic (FG) models (Cushman-Roisin 1986; Cushman-Roisin
et al. 1992; Swaters 1993; Karsten & Swaters 2000) correspond to a dynamical
regime that describes stratified sub-inertial ocean currents with large amplitude
isopycnal deflections on length-scales longer than the internal deformation radius
(approx. 100 km, this is the length-scale at which Earth’s rotation can no longer
be neglected in the dynamics). In particular, FG theory can describe surface
ocean currents in which the isopycnals intersect the surface (i.e. outcroppings),
as they do in frontal regions and warm-core rings and eddies.

Frontal geostrophic dynamics allows for the ‘vigorous’ baroclinic instability
(i.e. the transfer of mean flow potential energy to perturbation kinetic energy) in
frontal regions and the subsequent formation of isolated coherent eddies (e.g.
Tang & Cushman-Roisin 1992; Reszka & Swaters 1999a,b, 2004). Thus, FG
dynamics provides a model for the formation, transport and mixing over large
distances of isolated mesoscale anomalies, which are ubiquitous features of
turbulent geostrophic flow (McWilliams 1984).

Swaters (1993) showed that the two-layer FG equations can be written as an
infinite-dimensional, non-canonical Hamiltonian dynamical system (Swaters
2000) and used this formalism to establish sufficient linear and nonlinear
stability and necessary instability conditions for the steady flow solutions of the
model. Reszka & Swaters (1999a) described the linear and nonlinear baroclinic
instability characteristics and presented fully nonlinear numerical simulations for
various baroclinic flows described by this model. When there are no non-
conservative processes present and the background flow is steady, in the weakly
nonlinear and marginally stable or unstable regime, the leading-order
disturbance amplitude satisfies the unstable nonlinear Schrödinger (UNS)
equation. (For the derivation of the UNS equation in other contexts, see Gibbon &
McGuinness 1981; Yajima&Tanaka 1988; Iizuka&Wadati 1990; Yajima&Wadati
1990b; Tan & Liu 1995. More will be said about the UNS equation later.) The
numerical simulations described by Reszka & Swaters (1999a,b, 2004) show the
formation of isolated surface-intensified ‘warm-core’, or anticyclonic, rings and
eddies, whose boundaries correspond to an outcropping (i.e. the eddies were
compactly supported in the mathematical sense of the term) as a consequence of
baroclinic destabilization. The numerical simulations were also able to show that
the FG baroclinic model can describe eddy–eddy and eddy–mean flow
interactions for vortices with outcroppings. These are oceanographic processes
beyond the ability of QG theory to describe.

Recent work has shown that time variability in the background flow and
dissipative processes within the fluid can have a profound effect on the linear
and nonlinear stability characteristics of atmospheric and ocean currents
(Klein & Pedlosky 1992; Pedlosky & Thomson 2003; Poulin et al. 2003; Ha &
Swaters 2006). Indeed, even if the time average of the background flow is itself
stable, small amplitude oscillations can lead to linear destabilization or vice
versa (even if the oscillatory flow is, at each moment in time, linearly stable or
unstable, respectively).

This is a very important observation because it means that there are
entirely new transitions to (or the suppression of ) instability sequences that
may be occurring in the ocean or atmosphere. For example, the periodic
perturbing of a coastal current by the tides may very well lead to
destabilization even if the coastal current is instantaneously stable at each
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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moment in time. On the other hand, and in the other direction, it is possible
that long time-scale periodic, e.g. seasonal, forcing may act to stabilize an
otherwise unstable large-scale current. The implications of these types of
processes on the planetary-scale mixing of the oceans may make an important
contribution to climate variability.

The principal purpose of this paper has been to develop a theory for the
weakly nonlinear evolution of marginally stable or unstable baroclinic FG flow
when dissipative processes and a time-varying background current are present. It
is shown that the governing equations describing the leading-order wave-packet
dynamics correspond to an extended two-equation form of the UNS model with
variable coefficients and forcing.

Two important sub-limits of the model equations have already been examined,
albeit obtained in other contexts. In the case when spatial variations are
neglected and there is no background time variability (but dissipation is
present), the system reduces to the Lorenz equations, in which the Prandtl
number is exactly 1. When background time variability is present (but
dissipation and spatial variations are neglected), the model is equivalent to the
‘AB equations’ (without spatial derivatives) that govern some aspects of finite-
amplitude baroclinic instability in the QG and other approximations (e.g.
Pedlosky 1972; Gibbon et al. 1979; Gibbon & McGuinness 1981; Mooney &
Swaters 1996). These sub-limits have previously been examined by Klein &
Pedlosky (1992), Pedlosky & Thomson (2003) and Ha & Swaters (2006).

However, the goal here will be to focus on the situation where spatial
dependence is essential. In particular, the dynamical characteristics of the soliton
solutions to the extended UNS system derived here are determined when
dissipation and a time-varying background flow are present, in an effort to
understand the modulational properties of the coherent solitary structures that
can emerge in the transition to instability in baroclinic FG dynamics.
2. Derivation of the wave-packet model

(a ) The frontal geostrophic model

A detailed description of the mathematical derivation of FG models can be found
in Cushman-Roisin (1986), Cushman-Roisin et al. (1992), Swaters (1993) and
Karsten & Swaters (2000). Briefly, baroclinic FG models correspond to a sub-
inertial asymptotic limit of the two-layer shallow water equations (the theory can
be extended to multi-layer, continuously stratified fluids), in which the flow fields
are geostrophic to leading order but for which ageostrophic effects must be
included to determine the evolution. FG models allow for large amplitude
variations of the upper layer thickness so that genuine outcroppings can be
described. Unlike the classical QG limit, the upper layer mass equation is fully
nonlinear and does not reduce to the statement that the velocity is solenoidal to
leading order. The dynamics in the lower layer is ‘driven’ by the vortex
stretching associated with the deforming interface and a background vorticity
gradient, i.e. the b-effect or variable bottom topography.

The two-layer FG equations with variable bottom topography, Rayleigh
dissipation and a total volume-conserving, interlayer mass exchange term (that
is needed to drive forced time-dependent upper layer flow) can be obtained from
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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Figure 1. Physical configuration of the two-layer frontal geostrophic model. The fluid is stably
stratified and rotating about the z -axis with constant angular frequency f0/2. The domain
corresponds to a channel, with variable bottom topography, oriented parallel to the x -axis with
fixed side walls located at yZ0 and L, respectively. The thickness of the upper layer can have large
amplitude deflections with the possibility that the layer thickness can dynamically vanish along
some curve, say yZ ŷðx; tÞ, (i.e. an outcropping can form).
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the non-dimensional, two-layer, rigid-lid, shallow water equations written in
the form

dðdvt Cu1$VÞu1Ce3!u1 ZKVp1Kd2nu1; ð2:1Þ

dht CV$ðu1hÞZ dðFKnhÞ; ð2:2Þ

d2ðvt Cu2$VÞu2Ce3!u2 ZKVp2Kd2nu2; ð2:3Þ

V$u2 Z d2fht CV$½u2ðhChBÞ�KFCnhg; ð2:4Þ

p1 Z hCdp2; ð2:5Þ
where the horizontal coordinates are (x, y); t is the time; VZ(vx, vy), where the
alphabetical subscripts indicate partial differentiation (unless otherwise
indicated) and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote, respectively, the upper and
lower layer quantities, with u1,2, p1,2, h and hB the velocities, reduced pressures,
upper layer thickness and the height of the bottom topography, respectively;
and d2hh�/H is the ratio of the upper layer scale thickness h� to the lower layer
scale thickness H (figure 1). Written in this form, the key asymptotic parameter
is d for which it is assumed that 0!d/1 (note that necessarily d!1, figure 1).

The Rayleigh dissipation coefficient is n (assumed, for convenience, to be the
same in each layer) and F(x, y, t) is the interlayer mass exchange term needed to
drive forced time-dependent upper layer flow. The physical motivation for the
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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above modelling of the dissipation and interlayer mass exchange is that this
formulation ensures that the dissipation is proportional to the leading-order
dynamical potential vorticity (PV, see the discussion following equations (2.6)
and (2.7) below) and that the mass exchange does not lead to a non-zero
divergence in the barotropic mass flux (Klein & Pedlosky 1992; Swaters 2006),
i.e. it follows from (2.2) and (2.4) that

V$fdu1hCu2½1Cd2ðhChBÞ�gZ 0:

The time and length scales used to derive (2.1)–(2.5) are given by

T Z
1

f0d
2

and LZ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g 0h�=d

p
f0

;

respectively, where f0 and g0Z(r2Kr1)g/r2O0 are the Coriolis parameter and
reduced gravity, respectively. The scalings for the upper and lower layer
velocities are given by

U1 Z df0L and U2 Z d2f0L;

respectively, and the reduced pressures p1,2 are scaled geostrophically.
The baroclinic FG model is obtained by introducing a straightforward

asymptotic expansion in the powers of d into the above shallow water equations
(the details of which are not given here, see Swaters 1993). If the leading-order
upper layer frontal thickness is denoted by h, which is also the leading-order
geostrophic pressure in the upper layer (i.e. p1Zh), and the leading-order lower
layer geostrophic pressure is denoted by p2hp, the FG model can be written in
the form

ht CJ pChDhC
Vh$Vh

2
; h

� �
ZKnhCF; ð2:6Þ

ðDpChÞt CJðp;DpChChBÞZKnðDpChÞCF ; ð2:7Þ
where J(A, B)ZAxByKAyBx. The leading-order Eulerian velocity fields will be
given by

u1 Z e3!Vh and u2 Z e3!Vp:

The leading-order dynamic PV in the upper and lower layers is given by 1/h and
DpCh, respectively. Equations (2.6) and (2.7) are the PV equations for the two
layers. The dissipation terms are proportional to the individual layer dynamical
PVs (Klein & Pedlosky 1992).

Equation (2.6) permits solutions which possess the property that h can
intersect the surface (i.e. outcrop) along dynamically evolving curve(s),
generically denoted by, say, yZ ŷðx; tÞ. Swaters (1993) has shown that equation
(2.6) is itself the appropriate kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions for h
on the outcropping. This means that when an outcropping is present, the solution
of equation (2.6) automatically determines the correct evolution and placement
of the outcropping (note that hh0 solves equation (2.6)). No additional
matching, continuity or boundary conditions for h are required at or across the
outcropping or are needed to determine, formally, yZ ŷðx; tÞ. This is a
noteworthy feature of the two-layer FG model (2.6) and (2.7).
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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The underlying non-canonical Hamiltonian structure and the linear and
nonlinear stability theory associated with steady solutions to equations (2.6)
and (2.7) are described by Swaters (1993), Karsten & Swaters (1996, 2000) and
Reszka & Swaters (1999a). Of particular importance is the fact that all steady
solutions to the inviscid unforced barotropic problem (i.e. nZFZpZ0, with
equation (2.7) ignored) are unconditionally linearly stable (Swaters 1993). Thus,
baroclinic coupling is necessary for instability. Phenomenologically, this is
important because it means that the unstable modes are not simply
baroclinically modified barotropic instabilities, but they represent genuine
baroclinic FG instabilities.
(b ) The amplitude equations

The amplitude equations are obtained by considering the weakly nonlinear
slow evolution of a marginally stable or unstable surface-intensified flow over
gently linearly sloping topography (Reszka & Swaters 1999a; Turnbull 2006). To
that end, hBZKs( yKL/2), where 0!s/1 is the topographic slope and
y2(0, L). The flow occurs in a channel of width L, with x and y the along-
and cross-channel coordinates, respectively. The sloping topography gives rise to
a background vorticity gradient that provides a waveguide for the normal modes,
which are topographic Rossby waves. The linear destabilization corresponds to
the coalescence of the barotropic and baroclinic topographic Rossby wave modes.

This can be seen by determining the normal mode instabilities associated with
the inviscid unforced ‘wedge front’ solution of equations (2.6) and (2.7) given by

nZF Z pZ 0 and h Z h 0ðyÞZ 1CasðyKL=2Þ; ð2:8Þ

where as is (for now) the constant slope of the interface between the upper and
lower layers. The leading order (with respect to s) perturbed normal mode
solution to equations (2.6) and (2.7), satisfying v1,2Z0 on the channel walls, can
be written in the form (Reszka & Swaters 1999a; Turnbull 2006)

ðh; pÞZ ðh 0; 0ÞCfðA;BÞsinðlyÞexp½ikðxKc~tÞ�Cc:c:g; ð2:9Þ

where lhnp/L (n2Z
C); ~tZst; k is the real-valued along channel wavenumber;

cZcRCicI is the complex-valued phase velocity, i2ZK1; c.c. is the complex
conjugate of the previous term and where

B Z ½K2CðaK1Þ=c�A where K2hk2 C l 2; ð2:10Þ

with the dispersion relation

cZ
1KaK4G½ð1KaK4Þ2K4aðaK1ÞK4�1=2

2K2
: ð2:11Þ

The introduction of the time variable ~t and the assumption that the mean
interface slope is O(s) have been made since the phase or group velocity of a
Rossby wave is proportional to the background vorticity gradient (planetary or
topographic) and to ensure that the baroclinic vortex stretching associated with
the deformed mean interface is the same order of magnitude as the stretching
associated with the topographic slope.
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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Figure 2. Stability diagram in the (K2, aK1)-plane for the dispersion relation (2.11). The two
stability boundaries are given by aZachm/[K2(2KmK2)], with mZC1 and K1 corresponding to
the ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ curves, respectively. The region bounded by the boundary curves is
unstable and the remaining two ‘outer’ regions are stable. The wave-packet model derived here
corresponds to examining the finite-amplitude dissipative evolution of a normal mode located
‘near’ the stability boundaries with time variability included in the background flow.
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Instability develops when the discriminate in equation (2.11) is negative,
which in terms of a occurs when

KK2ð2CK2Þ!aK1!K2ð2KK2Þ: ð2:12Þ
In terms of a, there are two marginal stability boundaries, which can be
expressed in the form

aZac h
m

K2ð2KmK2Þ ; ð2:13Þ

where mZC1 and K1 corresponds to the upper and lower boundaries in equation
(2.12), respectively. It follows from equations (2.10) and (2.11) that

B ZmA and cZ
ð1KmK2Þ

K2ð2KmK2Þ ;

when aZac. Thus, the mZC1 and K1 marginal stability boundaries correspond
to the barotropic and baroclinic modes, respectively. The region of instability
and the stability boundaries in the (K2, aK1)-plane are shown in figure 2.

It follows from equation (2.12) that a mode will be located near the marginal
stability boundaries when aZacGmD2, where 0!D2/1 and the ‘C’ and ‘K’
signs denote a marginally unstable or stable mode, respectively. Additionally, it
follows from equation (2.11) that the growth rate shkcIxO(jDj)O0 in the
marginally unstable case (i.e. associated with the ‘C’ sign; cIZ0 in the
marginally stable situation).

It is now possible to briefly but precisely formulate the asymptotic regime for
the finite-amplitude wave-packet model. The marginal time-dependent back-
ground flow is given by

pZ 0 and h Z h 0 Z 1CasðyKL=2Þ; ð2:14Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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with

aZacGms2FðTÞ where T Z s2t; ð2:15Þ
where F(T )xO(1) is a real-valued function describing the slow time evolution of
the background flow. The flow equations (2.14) and (2.15) will be a solution of
equations (2.6) and (2.7) if

Fhðvt CnÞh 0 Z s2ðvT C~nÞh 0;

where nZs2~n has been introduced to ensure that the dissipation will contribute
to the dynamics at the same order of magnitude as the nonlinear interactions. To
account for slow space development, the long scale XZs2x is introduced. It can
be shown that there is no dynamically relevant ‘shorter’ long space scale in the
weakly nonlinear marginal problem (Reszka 1997).

With these assumptions, if one constructs an asymptotic solution to equations
(2.6) and (2.7) in the form

ðh; pÞZ ðh 0; 0ÞCs2fð1;mÞA sinðlyÞexp½ikðxKc~tÞ�Cc:c:gCOðs3Þ; ð2:16Þ
it follows after substantial algebra (one must actually proceed to the O(s4)
problem to complete the analysis; see Reszka 1997; Reszka & Swaters 1999a;
Turnbull 2006) that

½ðvT CnÞ2KsðTÞ�AKiPAX CNAB Z 0; ð2:17Þ

ðvT CnÞB Z ðvT C2nÞjAj2; ð2:18Þ

where A(X, T ) is the complex-valued modal amplitude in (2.16); B(X, T ) is the
leading-order, real-valued mean flow that is created by the self-interaction of the
fundamental with itself; and the tilde on n has been deleted.

In equations (2.17) and (2.18), P and N are constants given by

Ph
4mk3ðK2KmÞ
K6ðK2K2mÞ2

; N hðlkÞ2 2KmK2C
4ml 2ðK2KmÞ

K2

� �
; ð2:19Þ

where s is given by

sðTÞh k2FðTÞ
K2

C
2ack

2ðK2KmÞ
LK6ðK2K2mÞ2

ðL
0
½~hy CðyKL=2Þð~hyyKk2~hÞsinðlyÞ�dy; ð2:20Þ

where
~hhðvyy C l 2KmÞ~p; ð2:21Þ

with ~p the solution of

ðvyy C l 2K2mÞðvyy C l 2Þ~pZacm½l cosðlyÞKK2ðyKL=2ÞsinðlyÞ�: ð2:22Þ

The solution for ~p and the subsequent evaluation of ~h and the integral in
equation (2.20) are straightforward but dependent on the sign of l 2K2m. The
precise form is not material for the presentation here and so is not included in the
interests of conserving space. Full details can be found in Reszka (1997), Reszka &
Swaters (1999a) and Turnbull (2006).
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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The parameter N in equation (2.17) is the coefficient of the nonlinear term. If
NZ0, the mode evolves linearly to this order in the theory. In what follows,
attention is restricted to the stable situation for which NO0. The case where
N!0 is ‘explosively unstable’ (e.g. Craik 1985), in that the T-only solutions
become unbounded in finite time for all initial conditions if the flow is linearly
unstable or when the initial amplitude is sufficiently large if the flow is linearly
stable (Turnbull 2006).

The expression for s(T ) contains two terms. The first term on the r.h.s of
equation (2.20) is the slow time variability of the background flow that arises due
to the O(s2) sub- or super-criticality in equation (2.15). The second term on the
r.h.s. of equation (2.20) (the integral term) arises from additional linear terms in
the higher-order perturbation problems that are not present in the leading-order
equation.

Finally, the wave-packet model in the form convenient for the present purpose
is obtained by introducing the transformation

AZ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=N

p
~Að ~X ;TÞ; B Z ð2=NÞ½jAj2ð ~X ;TÞC ~Bð ~X ;TÞ�; where ~X ZX=P;

into equations (2.17) and (2.18), which yields (after dropping the tildes)

½ðvT CnÞ2Ks�AKiAX C2ðjAj2CBÞAZ 0; ð2:23Þ

ðvT CnÞB Z njAj2: ð2:24Þ

The model (2.23) and (2.24) is a two-equation extension of the UNS equation.
The canonical form of the UNS equation corresponds to the inviscid nZBZ0
(assuming s, i.e. F, is constant) limit of equations (2.23) and (2.24), which can be
written in the form

qTTKiqX C2jqj2q Z 0;

where qZA exp(KisX ). The UNS equation is a special case of the Ginzburg–
Landau equation and is identical in form to the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS)
equation with the space and time variables interchanged. The UNS equation has
been derived in a number of other contexts (Gibbon &McGuinness 1981; Yajima &
Tanaka 1988; Iizuka &Wadati 1990; Yajima &Wadati 1990b; Tan & Liu 1995) and
is a ‘canonical’ integrable model describing the weakly nonlinear evolution of
marginal unstable disturbances in a dispersive medium. The inverse scattering
transform for the UNS equation was described by Yajima &Wadati (1990a).

Before moving on to describe the evolution of the soliton solution to equations
(2.23) and (2.24) when dissipation and time variability in the background flow
are present, it is useful to very briefly describe the qualitative properties of this
system when the spatial derivative is neglected. In this situation, the appropriate
initial conditions for the marginally unstable problem are A(0)ZA0, ATð0ÞZ
k
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jsð0Þj

p
A0=K and Bð0ÞZKjA0j2 (i.e. initially, there is no mean flow and the

modal amplitude increases at the rate given by the leading-order growth rate). In
this case, the solution for B(T ) is simply

BðTÞZ eKnT n

ðT
0
enxjAj2ðxÞdxKjA0j2

� �
;

Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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and equation (2.23) can be written in the form

½ðvT CnÞ2Ks�AC2 jAj2 CeKnT n

ðT
0
enxjAj2ðxÞdxKjA0j2

� �� �
AZ 0: ð2:25Þ

If the background flow does not possess time variability (i.e. F(T ) and hence s
is constant), then equation (2.25) is a Lorenz dynamical system in which the
Prandtl number is 1 (Klein & Pedlosky 1992). With dissipation present, the
solutions always approach a steady state (i.e. A(T )/AN as T/N) and there
are no chaotic or periodic solutions. Indeed, this is the motivation for modelling
the dissipation in equations (2.6) and (2.7) as proportional to the dynamical PV
(Klein & Pedlosky 1992).

Time variability in the background flow can have a profound influence on the
stability properties (e.g. Pedlosky & Thomson 2003; Poulin et al. 2003) of
atmospheric and oceanographic currents. For example, even if the flow is
marginally stable (s!0), an oscillatory component (e.g. F(T )ZF0 cos(uT ))
does, generically in the inviscid limit, linearly destabilize the flow (Pedlosky &
Thomson 2003). However, if the flow is marginally unstable (sO0), an
oscillatory component will not, generically in the inviscid limit, stabilize the
flow. (Notwithstanding this generic behaviour, it is possible to have an
oscillatory component that will stabilize, even in the linear inviscid problem,
an otherwise unstable flow.) These important new results suggest that the
transition to instability can occur for a larger, and more importantly, more
realistic range of flow parameters. Regardless, the nonlinear terms in equation
(2.25) act, ultimately, to bound the evolution of A(T ) (with or without
dissipation being present).

Finally, it is important to be reminded that equations (2.23) and (2.24) are
envelope equations that describe the slow temporal and long spatial evolution of
the amplitude of the fast phase oscillations associated with the carrier wave in
equation (2.9). Consequently, implicit in the derivation of equations (2.23) and
(2.24) is the assumption that there is a length-scale separation between carrier
wave and the solutions of equations (2.23) and (2.24). For this to be maintained,
it is required that the coefficient P in equation (2.17) satisfies PwO(1).
Generically, it follows from equation (2.19) that this condition will only fail to
hold, i.e. jPj[1, for the barotropic mode (i.e. mZC1) when jK2K2mj/1, i.e.
when Kx

ffiffiffi
2

p
. For the baroclinic mode (i.e. mZK1), jK2K2mjO2, so that

PwO(1) for all K since KOp/LO0.
3. Soliton evolution with dissipation and time variability

Huang et al. (2000) have presented a perturbation calculation for the UNS
equation based on the inverse scattering theory of Yajima & Wadati (1990a).
Unfortunately, the Huang et al. calculation appears to be in error (at least in as
much as how it was applied for a dissipative perturbation). The correct theory
for the adiabatic evolution of the perturbed soliton solution to the UNS equation,
derived independently based on both direct perturbation and fast phase-averaged
conservation relation approaches (for these techniques applied to other soliton
problems, see Grimshaw 1979a,b; Kaup & Newell 1978; Kodama & Ablowitz
1980), has been described by Swaters (2007). Here, these methods are applied to
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)



1759Evolution of solitary marginal disturbances
determine the evolution of the soliton solution to equations (2.23) and (2.24) in
the weakly dissipative limit, where the background time variability in the mean
flow varies slowly.

When nZ0 and s is a constant, the soliton solution to equations (2.23) and
(2.24) can be written in the form

AsolitonðX ;TÞZm sech
mðXKX0KUTÞ

U

� �

! exp i sCm2K
1

4U 2

� �
ðXKX0KUTÞ

��

CU sCm2C
1

4U 2

� �
ðTKT0Þ

��
; ð3:1Þ

BsolitonðX ;TÞh0; ð3:2Þ
where m, U and (X0, T0) are the arbitrary real-valued amplitude, translation
velocity and space–time phase-shift parameters, respectively. The goal here is to
determine the adiabatic evolution of the soliton when there is weak dissipation
and slowly varying time variability in the background flow, that is, to determine
the leading-order solution to equations (2.23) and (2.24), assuming

AðX ; 0ÞZAsolitonðX ; 0Þ; ATðX ; 0ÞZ vTAsolitonðX ; 0Þ and BðX ; 0ÞZ 0;

ð3:3Þ
to leading order.

To that end, it is assumed that

nZ 3n̂ and sZsð3tÞ where 0!3/1; ð3:4Þ
which motivates the introduction of the fast phase and slow time variables

qZ xK
1

3

ð3T
0

UðxÞdx and tZ 3T ; ð3:5Þ

respectively, and

Fh
1

3

ð3T
0

UðxÞ sðxÞCm2ðxÞC 1

4U 2ðxÞ

� �
dx; ð3:6Þ

so that

qT ZKUðtÞ; FT ZUðtÞ sðtÞCm2ðtÞC 1

4U 2ðtÞ

� �
; ð3:7Þ

vX/vq and vTT/U 2vqqK3½UvqtCðUvqÞt�C32vtt: ð3:8Þ
In terms of q and t, the soliton solution (3.1) can be written in the form

Asoliton Zm sechðmq=UÞexp i sCm2K
1

4U 2

� �
qCF

� �� �
: ð3:9Þ

In equation (3.9) it has been assumed that X0ZT0Z0. As in the perturbed NLS
or KdV problems (Kaup & Newell 1978; Grimshaw 1979a,b; Kodama & Ablowitz
1980), it can be shown (Swaters 2007) that the leading-order solvability
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conditions, or equivalently, phase-averaged conservation relations do not
determine the evolution of the phase-shift parameters and thus, without loss of
generality for the analysis presented here, they may be set to zero. Their evolution
is determined by higher-order solvability conditions or, equivalently, higher-order
fast phase-averaged conservation relations, which are not examined here.

The solution for the adiabatically evolving soliton is most conveniently
obtained in the form

Aðq; tÞZ ½hðq; tÞC i3fðq; tÞ�exp i sCm2K
1

4U 2

� �
qCF

� �� �
; ð3:10Þ

Bðq; tÞZ 3jðq; tÞ; ð3:11Þ
where h(q, t), f(q, t) and j(q, t) are real-valued. Substitution of equations (3.4)–
(3.6), (3.10) and (3.11) into equations (2.23) and (2.24) leads to, after some
algebra (including dropping the caret on n̂ and separating out the real and
imaginary parts), respectively,

ðU 2vqqKm2ÞhC2h3 Z 3FRðh;jÞCOð32Þ; ð3:12Þ

ðU 2vqqKm2 C2h2ÞfZFIðhÞCOð3Þ; ð3:13Þ

Ujq Cnh2 Z 3ðvtCnÞjCOð32Þ; ð3:14Þ
where

FRðh;jÞh2nUhqK2jhCðUhqÞtCUhqt Cðqh=UÞ sCm2K
1

4U 2

� �
t

; ð3:15Þ

FIðhÞhKnh=UKht=U C2qhqU sCm2K
1

4U 2

� �
t

Ch U sCm2K
1

4U 2

� �
t

C
Ut

2U 2

� �
: ð3:16Þ

Substitution of the straightforward expansion

ðh;f;jÞxðh;f;jÞð0ÞC3ðh;f;jÞð1ÞC32ðh;f;jÞð2ÞC/;

into equations (3.12)–(3.14) leads to the O(1) problems, respectively,

ðU 2vqqKm2Þhð0ÞC2½hð0Þ�3 Z 0; ð3:17Þ

ðU 2vqqKm2 C2½hð0Þ�2Þfð0Þ ZFIðhð0ÞÞ; ð3:18Þ

j
ð0Þ
q ZKn½hð0Þ�2=U ; ð3:19Þ

and the O(3) problem associated with equation (3.12) (which is all that is
needed) is

ðU 2vqqKm2 C6½hð0Þ�2Þhð1Þ ZFRðhð0Þ;jð0ÞÞ: ð3:20Þ
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The solutions to equations (3.17) and (3.19) are given by, respectively,

hð0Þðq;TÞZm sechðmq=UÞ; ð3:21Þ

jð0Þðq; tÞZK
nm2

U

ðq
sgnðUÞN

sech2ðmx=UÞdxZ nm½1Ktanhðmq=UÞ�: ð3:22Þ

The solution for h(0) is simply the amplitude function seen in equation (3.9). The
solution for j(0) is the O(3) correction to the mean flow that arises as the soliton
slowly dissipates. Since the ‘far field’ ahead of the propagating soliton corresponds
to mq/U/CN irrespective of the sign of U (observing that equations (2.23) and
(2.24) are invariant for the transformation A/KA, it is assumed, without loss of
generality, that mO0), equation (3.22) ensures that j(0)(q, t)/0 ‘ahead’ of the
propagating soliton. However, it follows that j(0)(q, t)/2nms0 as mq/U/KN
(the far field behind the propagating soliton). Thus, a dissipation-induced ‘shelf
region’ has emerged in the O(3) correction for the mean flow (Knickerbocker &
Newell 1980). The emergence of the shelf region is a consequence of the fact that
the O(3) adiabatic mean flow solution is not satisfying the integrated mass
balance relation associated with equation (2.24). From the viewpoint of the
asymptotics, what is required is to describe the transition back to zero in j(0)(q, t)
as mq/U/KN. This is done later in this section when equation (3.19) is
reconsidered as an initial-value problem with respect to the original (X, T )
variables. As will be shown, however, no shelf region emerges in the adiabatic
solution for h(0, 1) and the expansion is uniformly valid.

Observing that the operators on the l.h.s. of equations (3.18) and (3.20) are
self-adjoint and that

ðU 2vqqKm2C2½hð0Þ�2Þhð0Þ Z 0; ð3:23Þ

ðU 2vqqKm2C6½hð0Þ�2Þhð0Þq Z 0; ð3:24Þ
imply that, necessarily, ðN

KN
hð0ÞFIðhð0ÞÞdqZ 0; ð3:25Þ

ðN
KN

h
ð0Þ
q FRðhð0Þ;jð0ÞÞdqZ 0: ð3:26Þ

The solvability conditions (3.25) and (3.26) yield transport equations that
determine the slow time evolution of m(t) and U(t), as these parameters adjust to
s(t) and the presence of the dissipation. The evaluation of equations (3.25) and
(3.26) is straightforward (see a related calculation in Swaters 2007). Here, the
transport equations will be obtained by fast phase-averaged conservation balances.
(a ) Determination of the transport equations from phase-averaged
conservation relations

The form of the adiabatic solutions (3.10) and (3.11) suggests the introduction of
BZ3j and nZ3n̂ into equations (2.23) and (2.24), yielding (after dropping the caret)

ðvTTKsÞAKiAX C2jAj2AZK23ðnvT CjÞACOð32Þ; ð3:27Þ
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jTKnjAj2 ZK3nj: ð3:28Þ

The mass, momentum and energy conservation balances associated with equation
(3.27) are given by, respectively,

A�ATKAA�
Tð ÞT C iðjAj2ÞX ZK23n A�ATKAA�

Tð ÞCOð32Þ; ð3:29Þ

A�
XAT CAXA

�
Tð ÞT CðjAj4CsjAj2KjAT j2ÞX

ZK23j jAj2
� 	

XK23n A�
XAT CAXA

�
Tð ÞCOð32Þ; ð3:30Þ

jAj4CsjAj2C jAT j2C
i

2
A�AXKAA�

Xð Þ
� �

T

C
i

2
A�ATKAA�

Tð ÞX

Z sT jAj2K23jðjAj2ÞTK43njAT j2 COð32Þ; ð3:31Þ

where ($)� is the complex conjugate of ($). Equations (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) are
obtained by forming A�!(3.27)KA!(3.27)�, A�

X !ð3:27ÞCAX !ð3:27Þ�,
A�

T !ð3:27ÞCAT !ð3:27Þ�, respectively, assuming j is real. The densities and
fluxes are identical in form to those for the NLS equation with X and T
interchanged (Grimshaw 1979b).

Generically, these conservation relations are of the form

ET CHX Z 3G; ð3:32Þ

where E, H and G are the appropriate density, flux and source term, respectively.
If the multiple scale ansatz (3.5), together with the asymptotic expansion

ðA;jÞxðA;jÞð0ÞC3ðA;jÞð1ÞC32ðA;jÞð2ÞC/;

is substituted into equation (3.32), expressions of the form

ðKUvq C3vtÞðE ð0ÞC/ÞCðH ð0ÞC/Þq Z 3ðGð0ÞC/Þ; ð3:33Þ

are obtained, which if integrated with respect to q (assuming E, H and G all
vanish sufficiently rapidly as q/GN) yields the leading-order, phase-averaged
conservation relation

d

dt

ðN
KN

E ð0ÞdqZ

ðN
KN

Gð0Þdq: ð3:34Þ

It follows from equation (3.10) that

Axhð0ÞexpðiJÞCOð3Þ where Jh sCm2K
1

4U 2

� �
qCF; ð3:35Þ
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which in turn implies

AT xKUA
ð0Þ
q C iFTA

ð0ÞCOð3ÞZKUA
ð0Þ
q C iUAð0Þ sCm2C

1

4U 2

� �
COð3Þ

Z KUh
ð0Þ
q C

ihð0Þ

2U

 !
expðiJÞCOð3Þ; ð3:36Þ

AX xA
ð0Þ
q COð3ÞZ h

ð0Þ
q C i sCm2K

1

4U 2

� �
hð0Þ

� �
expðiJÞCOð3Þ: ð3:37Þ

Thus, the leading-order mass, momentum and energy densities are given by,
after a little algebra, respectively,

E ð0Þ
mass Z 2i Im½ðA�ATÞð0Þ�Z

i½hð0Þ�2

U
; ð3:38Þ

E
ð0Þ
momentum Z 2 Re A�

XATð Þð0Þ
h i

ZK2U h
ð0Þ
q

h i2
C sCm2K

1

4U 2

� �
½hð0Þ�2

U
; ð3:39Þ

E ð0Þ
energy Z jAT j2 C jAj4C i

2
A�AXKAA�

Xð Þ
� �ð0Þ

Z
½hð0Þ�2

2U 2
: ð3:40Þ

Similarly, it follows from equations (3.29)–(3.31) that

Gð0Þ
mass ZK2nE ð0Þ

mass; ð3:41Þ

G
ð0Þ
momentum ZK2jð0Þð½hð0Þ�2ÞqK2nE

ð0Þ
momentum; ð3:42Þ

Gð0Þ
energy Z st½hð0Þ�2 C2Ujð0Þð½hð0Þ�2ÞqK4n Uh

ð0Þ
q


 �2
C

hð0Þ

2U

 !2" #
: ð3:43Þ

The integrated transport relation (3.34) associated with the mass, momentum
and energy conservation relations are not independent (Swaters 2007). That
is, for example, equation (3.34) evaluated for the pairs ðE 0ð Þ

mass;G
0ð Þ
massÞ and

ðE 0ð Þ
momentum;G

0ð Þ
momentumÞ, respectively, imply that equation (3.34) evaluated for

ðE 0ð Þ
energy;G

0ð Þ
energyÞ will be satisfied. In addition, equation (3.34) evaluated for the

mass and momentum density and source terms, respectively, are identical to the
solvability conditions (3.25) and (3.26).

Evaluation of the phase-averaged conservation balance (3.34) for the mass and
momentum density and source terms, respectively, yields

mt ZK2nm0mðtÞZm0expðK2ntÞ; ð3:44Þ

sK
1

4U 2

� �
t

Z 00UðtÞZ U0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1C4U 2

0 ½sðtÞKs0�
q ; ð3:45Þ
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where m0Zm(0); U0ZU(0); and s0Zs(0). The amplitude parameter decays
exponentially due to the presence of the dissipation but is unaffected by the time
variability in the background flow. On the other hand, the translation velocity
evolves only in response to the time variability in the background flow and is
unaffected by the dissipation. The fact that the dissipation does not modulate the
UNS soliton velocity is identical to the adiabatic solution for the dissipating NLS
soliton (Kodama & Ablowitz 1980).

The UNS soliton cannot, however, undergo adiabatic modulation for an
arbitrary time variation in the background flow. It follows from the (assumed
bounded) solutions (3.10) and (3.21) that U(t) must remain real-valued. Thus, it
follows from equation (3.45) that

s tð ÞOs0K
1

4U 2
0

: ð3:46Þ

The inequality in equation (3.46) cannot, in general, be inclusive since should
there exist t� for which sðt�ÞZs0K1=ð4U 2

0 Þ, it follows from equation (3.45) that

lim
t[t�

UðtÞZ sgnðU0ÞN;

which when introduced into equations (3.10) and (3.41) would suggest
unphysical behaviour for A(0) as t/t�.

However, special cases for s(t) can be constructed in which limt/t�A
ð0Þ does

seem to make physical sense (even if no further evolution for tOt� is possible).
One such special case is nZ0 (so mhm0), s0O0 (the marginally unstable case)
and sðtÞZs0Kt=ð4U 2

0 Þ (the background current is de-accelerating and
becoming ‘more stable’). In this case, t�Z1. It follows from equation (3.45)
that UðtÞZU0=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1Kt

p
and the integrals in equations (3.5) and (3.6) can be

explicitly evaluated and imply that q and F exist as t/t�. Hence, the
exponential term in equation (3.10) will have bounded oscillations with finite
frequency as t/t�. In addition, it will follow that limt/t�h

ð0ÞZm0. Thus, to
leading order in this special case, limt/t�A

ð0Þ exists. Generally, limt/t�A
ð0Þ will

not exist when the integrals in equations (3.5) and (3.6) do not exist as t/t�

(i.e. typically they would become unbounded) and whether or not this occurs is
dependent on the rate at which s/s0K1=ð4U 2

0 Þ as t/t�.
(b ) Determination of the O(3) fields

With the transport relations (3.44) and (3.45) determined, it follows that
equations (3.18) and (3.20) can be rewritten, respectively, in the form

ðU 2vqqKm2 C2½hð0Þ�2Þfð0Þ Z ðn=UKUstK4nUm2Þ hð0Þ C2qh
ð0Þ
q


 �
; ð3:47Þ

ðU 2vqqKm2 C6½hð0Þ�2Þhð1Þ ZK2ðjð0ÞC2nm2q=UÞhð0Þ

C2UðU 2stK3nÞhð0Þq C4UqðU 2stKnÞhð0Þqq :

ð3:48Þ
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It is straightforward to verify that the r.h.s. of equations (3.47) and (3.48)
satisfy, respectively,ðN

KN
hð0Þ!ðn=UKUstK4nUm2Þ hð0ÞC2qh

ð0Þ
q


 �
dq

Z

ðN
KN

h
ð0Þ
q ! K2ðjð0ÞC2nm2q=UÞhð0ÞC2UðU 2stK3nÞhð0Þq



C4UqðU 2stKnÞhð0Þqq

�
dqZ 0;

i.e. the solvability conditions (3.25) and (3.26) hold for all differentiable s(t).
Introducing the transformations

fð0Þ Z hð0Þ ~f and hð1Þ Zh
ð0Þ
q ~h;

into equations (3.47) and (3.48) leads to, respectively,

U 2vqð½hð0Þ�2 ~fqÞZ ðn=UKUstK4nUm2Þðq½hð0Þ�2Þq; ð3:49Þ

U 2vq h
0ð Þ
q

h i2
~hq

� �
Z nm2½hð0Þ�2=UK3nU h

0ð Þ
q

h i2

C 2UðU 2stKnÞ h
ð0Þ
q

h i2
Kðjð0ÞC2nm2q=UÞ hð0Þ

h i2
C

� �
q

;

ð3:50Þ
which can be integrated twice to yield

fð0Þ Z
m

2
ðn=UKUstK4nUm2Þðq=UÞ2sechðmq=UÞ; ð3:51Þ

hð1Þ Z fn½1C2mq=U �½ðmq=UÞtanhðmq=UÞK1�

Kstm
2q2tanhðmq=UÞgtanhðmq=UÞsech2ðmq=UÞ: ð3:52Þ

It follows from equations (3.51) and (3.52) that f(0) and h(1) are defined for all
q2R and that jf(0), h(0)j/0 exponentially and rapidly as jqj/N. Thus, no shelf
region develops in these O(3) solutions in the far field behind the soliton.

The shelf region in j(0) that arises in the adiabatic solution (3.22) is removed
by solving the initial-value problem associated with equation (3.19). With
respect to the original (X, T ) variables, equation (3.19) is given by

j
ð0Þ
T ðX ;TÞZ n½hð0Þ�2: ð3:53Þ

The spatial non-uniformity in equation (3.22) as X/KN develops because
the adiabatic solution does not satisfy the integrated mass balance relation
associated with equation (3.53) given by

vT

ðN
KN

jð0ÞðX ;TÞdX Z n

ðN
KN

½hð0Þ�2dX Z 2nmU ; ð3:54Þ
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where h(0) has been written in the form

hð0Þ Zm sech
m

U
XK

1

3

ð3T
0

UðxÞdx
� �� �

:

If equation (3.22) is substituted into the integral in the l.h.s. of equation
(3.54), it follows that ðN

KN
jð0ÞðX ;TÞdX ZKN;

(assuming nmO0) which clearly shows that the balance equation (3.54) is not
satisfied by the adiabatic solution for j(0).

The spatial non-uniformity in j(0) as X/KN is removed and the integrated
mass balance equation (3.54) will be satisfied by solving equation (3.53) as an
initial-value problem subject to j(0)(X, 0)Z0. Denoting this solution as
j
ð0Þ
IVPðX ;TÞ, it follows that

j
ð0Þ
IVPðX ;TÞZ nm tanhðmX=UÞKtanh

m

U
XK

1

3

ð3T
0

UðxÞdx
� �� �� �

; ð3:55Þ

where terms of O(3) have been ignored. It is clear that equation (3.55) satisfies

lim
jX j/N

j
ð0Þ
IVPðX ;TÞZ 0;

c TR0 so that there is no shelf region and, consequently, the resulting solution
is not exponentially non-uniform with respect to X. Moreover, after a little
algebra, it can be shown thatðN

KN
j
ð0Þ
IVPðX ;TÞdX Z nU ln

cosh 1
3

Ð 3T
0 UðxÞdx


 �
Csinh 1

3

Ð 3T
0 UðxÞdx


 �
cosh 1

3

Ð 3T
0 UðxÞdx


 �
Ksinh 1

3

Ð 3T
0 UðxÞdx


 �
������

������;
from which it follows that

vT

ðN
KN

j
ð0Þ
IVPðX ;TÞdX Z 2nmU COð3Þ;

so that the integrated mass balance equation (3.54) will be satisfied.
Finally, the adiabatic solution (3.22) is recovered by writing j

ð0Þ
IVP in terms of

the adiabatic variables (q, t), which is given by

j
0ð Þ
IVP Z nm tanh

m

U
qC

1

3

ðt
0
UðxÞdx

� �� �
Ktanhðmq=UÞ

� �
;

and observing that in the limit where q and t are O(1) and 3/0, it follows that

tanh
m

U
qC

1

3

ðt
o
UðxÞdx

� �� �
x1:
4. Conclusions

Baroclinic FG models correspond to a dynamical regime describing the low-
frequency evolution of stratified ocean currents with large amplitude isopycnal
deflections on length scales longer than the internal deformation radius.
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In particular, FG theory can describe surface ocean currents in which the
isopycnals intersect the surface as they do in frontal regions and warm-core rings
and eddies.

The principal purpose of this paper has been to derive and analyse a finite-
amplitude model describing the evolution of marginal solitary disturbances for a
baroclinic FG model when a time-varying background flow and dissipation are
present. Understanding the effects of time variability in the transition problem for
ocean currents has the potential for dramatically altering the classical viewpoint of
the relationship and interaction between the eddy and mean flow fields. For
example, the periodic perturbing of a coastal current by the tides may lead to
destabilization even if the coastal current is instantaneously stable at each moment
in time. On the other hand, and in the other direction, long time-scale periodic, e.g.
seasonal, forcing may act to stabilize an otherwise unstable large-scale current. The
implications of these types of processes on the planetary-scale mixing of the oceans
may make an important contribution to natural climate variability.

It has been shown that with dissipation and time variability present in the
transition problem for amarginal FGflow, the amplitude of the fundamental normal
mode and its accompanying mean flow satisfy a two-equation extension of the UNS
equation. The UNS equation can be thought of as the classical NLS equation but
with the space and time variables interchanged. More properly, the UNS equation
corresponds to a special limit of the Ginzburg–Landau equation.

In the inviscid limit with no background time variability, the wave-packet model
possesses a steadily travelling oscillating solitary wave solution. This solution
corresponds to a robust surface-intensified isolated anomaly that is capable of
transporting water properties over large distances. A multiple scale asymptotic
analysis was developed to describe the effect of time variability and dissipation on
the solitary wave solution. The asymptotic theory is based on a direct perturbation
approach and fast phase-averaged conservation relations. In addition to
determining the adiabatic evolution of the deforming soliton, the first-order
perturbation fields are also obtained. Specifically, it was shown that the soliton
amplitude parameter decays exponentially due to the presence of the dissipation but
is unaffected by the time variability in the background flow. On the other hand, the
soliton translation velocity is unaffected by the dissipation and evolves only in
response to the time variability in the background flow.

There is no shelf region that emerges in the asymptotic solution for the normal
mode amplitude (i.e. the perturbation solution is uniformly valid spatially). A
dissipation-generated shelf region does emerge in the asymptotic adiabatic
solution for the induced mean flow. It was shown that by considering the proper
initial-value problem for the first-order perturbation mean flow field, the spatial
non-uniformity is eliminated. The adiabatic solution was recovered as the
appropriate asymptotic limit of the initial-value solution.

Preparation of this paper was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada.Email: gordon.swaters@ualberta.ca,URL:http://pacific.math.ualberta.ca/gordon/
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